
®COLDFORM by Transvalor

n The most powerful solvers available, allowing a wide range of resolutions with 
mechanical and thermal coupling as well as single-domain or deformable multi-
domain. The elasto-viscoplastic solver allows springback predictions.

n Adaptive re-meshing functionalities to simulate any type of geometries, for thin to 
very large parts

n Automatic optimisation module (including direct links to the most popular CAD 
systems) to guide the design of parts and tools

n A large characterized material database

n A tutorial based interactive help

n Technical and scientific documentation for templates and scientific models used by 
the solvers.

Metal Cold Forming 
Simulation Software

n Unrestricted access to all features of the software (forming processes, databases, 
optimization computational options, etc.)

n Unlimited number of users

n Easy chaining of all phases of a forging process in one single simulation computation 

n Scalability up to 64 cores computers thanks to a 100 % parallelized implementation of 
all scientific algorithms for better performance, increased accuracy and quicker results

n Possibility to distribute your simulations on different machines: Workstation and 
Server

n Customers pay for the computation capacity they need. As their organization or their 
simulation usage grows, license cores can be added on the fly

n Free interactive 3D viewer GLview Express, on laptop or iPad, to present generated 
results

n Collaborative work (possible integration of COLDFORM® in the queue of batch 
managers).

COLDFORM® - A fully integrated software 
solution, powerful and scalable

COLDFORM® - A unique software solution

A fully integrated and powerful simulation software that grows 
with your business. A premium service leveraging 30 years of experience.
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A premium service
n Access to all new software functional evolutions and improvements 

without restrictions through maintenance contract

n Multilingual customer support provided by experts in forming 

simulations , materials and processes

n Training sessions customized to user needs delivered at customer 
facilities,  at Transvalor or via Web Conferences

n On-demand simulation services available to new customers or existing 

customers facing peak-usage capacity restriction

n Multilingual sales administration (in French, English and German) 
keeps you informed about the status of your purchase

n Certified worldwide distribution and support network.

TRANSVALOR – 30 years of experience 

n Worldwide leader in the materials forming simulation industry

n Strategic partnership with the renowned material forming research and 
development center (CEMEF) of the French School of mines. Transvalor 
influences the CEMEF R&D activities to respond to present and future industrial 
needs.

n Over 500 clients worldwide, including major players in the automotive, 
aerospace and energy industries in addition to elite universities.




